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PAUL VINCENT is an architectural office founded in 2015 by Paul Vincent, former partner
of Renzo Piano Building Workshop 32 years, since 1983. The office submits advices and
innovating products developments in order to promote sustainable and virtuous projects.
Paul VINCENT is Architect DPLG, graduate of the school of architecture of the Art
schools of Paris UPA1, set on mathematics, innovations and urban sociology.
During his studies, he works like assistant in the agencies of Michel and Claire Duplay,
then with the philosopher Ionel Schein. He co-signs with him the project of urbanized Tolbiac Bridge for the World Fair of 1989. In 1983, he registered with in the CNAM then joined
the agency Renzo Piano Building Workshop, takes part in the building site Schlumberger
in Montrouge and the house IBM Exhibit and develop after 12 innovative projects with his
team of architects, engineers and researchers. Some time directly with industrialists.
He becomes Associated Architect in 1989 then Renzo Piano’s Partner.
Since then, Paul Vincent was manager for at least 12 innovating projects of the Piano’s
office, in particular the Centre Pompidou’s extension, IRCAM’s Research Institute Musical
in Paris, the Thomson’s optronic unit-Guyancourt, the Nouméa Arts centre Jean-Marie Tjibaou, the bio-climatic tower Intesa San Paolo bank, the natural ventilation school ENS.
He was also project manager during 20 years from the Lyon International City, the Tokyo
Hermes House, the family shelters aluminium of Villejuif, the Monastery of the Clarisses
sisters within the framework of the rehabilitation of the hill of Ronchamp and the fabulous
vault of Le Corbusier.
For the last few years, Paul Vincent was, by example, in charge of the bioclimatic
Tower Intesa Sanpaolo in Turin, true formula 1 hybrid managed by a BMS, ( second
classified tower in the world « Leed Platinium » ).
He continues to direct as consultant for RPBW his innovating project of university and public Citadel of Amiens, in phase of building site. A true urban laboratory with 2 new patents.
Since always, each project was the support of successful inventions, ATEx form, technical
opinion, patents with the support of the CSTB, often with AIA Engineering and multiple industrial partners ( like the horizontal mixt ground and Amiens voussoirs with Terreal ).
The last buildings developed with these powerful teams are hybrid.
It contains controlled fresh natural ventilation like the Superior Normal School of Saclay.
Innovations on the uses were carried out in each project in order to optimize the building
program and to make happy users. A work is undertaken on the continuous assessment of
the costs as in industry with economist and maintenance / exploitation engineering.
Since the creation of his own agency, Paul Vincent teachs actively at the National Supérieure School of Architecture of Lyon, with Estelle Morlé, Emmanuel Ritz and the contribution of many professors. The Master degree “ Research of a Virtuous Architecture ” is
connected to the large workshops of Isle d'Abeau and many private and public partners.
The first two patents were already deposited in 2015 jointly between the school ENSAL
and Terreal. Three big groups are working in 2017 with different partners and laboratories.
Several innovating projects ARCHITECTURE PAUL VINCENT were presented like the Lagny-sur-Marne virtuous residences with Bart Akkerhuis and the environmental reports
consults for the Bordeaux Town hall and the district of Brazza in common with YTAA and
the High Environmental Quality Engineering 180°. Innovative social and technical feasibility of project was presented in october for the big site of Lescure / Bordeaux Metropole.

ARCHITECTURE PAUL VINCENT collaborates with Jean-Francois Bodin, Bart Akkerhuis,
Youssef Tohme Architects and Associates - and the engineering AIA of Paris, Lyon and
Nantes and confidentially with other recognized architects and industrialists.
Many conferences and Workshops have been lectured in the USA, in Switzerland, in Brazil, in France, in Italy, in Canada and Quebec, in Belgium.
Selection of references as Senior Partner in Renzo Piano Building Workshop
- École Normale Supérieure de Cachan, in natural ventilation, Saclay ( 2014 course ).
- University and public Citadel of Amiens ( 2010 building site ).
- Bioclimatic Turn Leed platinium Intesa Sanpaolo, Turin ( 2006-2015 ).
- Monastery of the sisters Clarisses, Ronchamp ( 2006-2011 ).
- Quoted international of Lyon - complete MOE on the whole of the site including outsides
( 1986-2006 ). 250.000 m2 of many mixed functions.
- Site VIRGIN - EMI France, Paris ( 2000-2005 ).
- Lingotto Turin - Complex Cinema. Pathé Hermes House, Tokyo ( 1998-2006 ).
- Arts Center Jean-Marie Tjibaou, Noumea ( 1991-1998 ) in iroko and steel.
- Optronic Unit Thomson CSF, Guyancourt ( 1988-1990 ).
- Research institute Musical IRCAM and extensions of the Centre Pompidou, Paris.
( 1988-1990 ).
- Production of shelters for family gardens, all in aluminium, Villejuif ( 1990 )
Experimental Research
- The concept of a new optimal and economic bioclimatic tower.
- Houses of park superimposed with appropriable frontages by the inhabitants economic
bioclimatic. Turn drawn by the Wind and the Sun.
- Creation of charters for projects of installations of virtuous districts.
- Development of the patents of Amiens / mixed floors and virtuous vegetated ground.
- Development of the patent of the tile vegetalized if possible at the laboratory of Laure
with Terreal.
- Development of the patent of the active wall / Canadian well + wall waterspout if possible
at the laboratory of Laure with Terreal Industrial good / blades of terrace out of ceramics /
in the course of visual tests virtuous.
- Industrial good / autonomous lighting sunvisor for the hospital of Monaco.
- Industrial good / ground run out of reinforced earth. Development with Laure and Amaco.
- Produces modular and virtuous industrial bow-window for residences social.
- Produces modular and acoustic industrial boxes for open spaces in offices.
Associative developments in progress:
- Teaching festival and sociétal of “Music at the 4 Horizons” on the hill of Ronchamp ( Le
Corbusier and Renzo Piano ) from July 30 th to August 7 th
- Water, lighting, food, furniture for the school Lago and tuareg children in Niger - Association “Average wells of the desert”. Sponsor and in charge of the development since 8
years with Christel Pernet and my wife.
Architecture Paul Vincent is an architectural office connected to many public and deprived
partners directly. The partnership is established according to each project.
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